
 

 

 

SARGENT AND GREENLEAF UNVEILS A BOLD NEW LOOK 
AND FUTURE-FORWARD INNOVATIONS 

Major Investment Reflects Commitment to Customers 

 

NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. – (Nov 10, 2020) – After a year of extensive research and investment, Sargent and Greenleaf 

(S&G) introduces a bold new look to reflect a powerful commitment to product innovation and customer experience. 

This dynamic transformation embodies the company’s energetic and passionate focus to a future-forward vision of 

products and services, as well as a commitment to its customers’ security and success. S&G will concentrate on 

enhancing the customer experience, while actively expanding its portfolio to deliver complete, game-changing 

solutions for the evolving global market.  

 

 “Our bold new look at S&G builds on our company’s 160 years of expertise in global security while focusing on 

innovating for the future,” states Mark LeMire, Chief Executive Officer, Sargent and Greenleaf. “We are investing in 

our people, facilities, products and emerging technologies to ensure we continue developing high-security solutions 

for a rapidly changing world.”   

 

Innovation Focus on Products & Process 

The powerful S&G product development process evaluates a wide range of issues, threats and trends to develop 

solutions that are innovative and secure. To that end, the company will announce new security solutions over the 

next several months, such as a new smart LCD touchscreen keypad and a government-approved 2890C locking 

system. 

 

In addition to introducing new products, S&G is completing new rigorous testing processes, layered protocols for 

added security and accessible digital tools.   

 

“Our team’s passion and drive for continuous improvement will deliver transformative locking solutions that exceed 

our customers’ expectations,” continued LeMire. “Our brand transformation represents a significant step in our 

ongoing growth. We are driving change as we focus on building a stronger, more secure world.”  

 



 

 

 

S&G Family of Brands 

S&G expanded its product offering earlier this year with the acquisition of Delaney Hardware and Premier Steel 

Doors and Frames. Now, it has continued its brand growth with the addition of MegaMet Industries. These combined 

businesses provide customers an extensive lock and door solutions portfolio, a broader base of technical resources, 

and enhanced security solutions. The comprehensive S&G family of brands offers customers the highest quality and 

broadest selection of security and hardware solutions.  

 

### 

About Sargent and Greenleaf: 

Sargent and Greenleaf (S&G) is a leading manufacturer of high security locks and locking systems that protect people 

and assets at home, at work, and in communities around the world. Over the last 160 years, our high-security locks 

and industry expertise have earned trust from governments, banks, and businesses of all kinds to meet their security 

needs and counter emerging threats. The S&G portfolio of high-quality electronic and mechanical locks are used in a 

wide range of applications including gun safes, commercial safes, ATMs, vaults, and highly sensitive SCIF 

environments.  

 

The S&G family of brands offers a unique, comprehensive portfolio of lock and door solutions to serve a wide range 

of security needs across industries and applications. Through our trusted brands, Delaney Hardware, Premier Steel 

Doors & Frames as well as MegaMet Industries, we offer businesses and homeowners high-quality door hardware 

and fixtures, commercial-grade doors and hardware, and multi-family and residential security solutions. Together, 

our mission is to make the world more secure today and in the future. To learn more about Sargent and Greenleaf, 

please visit www.SargentAndGreenleaf.com  

 

For Media Inquiries, please contact: 

marketing@sargentandgreenleaf.com  
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